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— Bold notes denote comments from the class during the reflection —

THREE ORGANIZERS REFLECT ON DIALOGUE

economist, but to listen to positions and to follow their lines of arguThe city is the place of the political. Today more than half of the mentation. The City and the Political attempts to provide confrontaThe title of the class – The City and the Political – was coined over a world’s population lives in cities due to migration for economic oppor- tion between the discourses, controversies, and positions that arise
cup of coffee with the vision to explore the gap between thought and tunity. This oft-stated shift may reveal less the transition from rural to over time. We do not always avoid vague criticism, and sometimes,
action, embodied here by the philosopher and the architect. The gap urban society than Lefebvre’s thesis of unfettered capitalism leading to unscientific analysis becomes a starting point for more fruitful discusbetween the “city” and the “political” is a blind spot, which makes any total planetary urbanization. Not only are the people coming to the city, sion. Following this logic, we are not trying to repeat the arguments
integrative genealogy controversial and presumptuous, if not rash. We the city is coming to the people. The growth of the city produces a new of each text or project, rather, we would like to explore that which ties
sought to create a space and community to debate this distance at The global urban condition. Cities are nodes of a global urbanization and them together and integrates them into a wider reflection. The reflecPublic School, Berlin.
the process of city making should
tion becomes a project to offer a
“Looking back through the notes
ideally be observed on a series of
stepping-stone to new ideas and
The conversation should confront professional and unprofessional, spatial scales: buildings, neighbor- for some of the sessions, the scope action.
specific and unspecific backgrounds. Today, we hear of multi, inter, or hoods, districts, cities, megalopoof materials is pretty wide. This is
trans disciplinary work everywhere. Whilst people refer to such cat- lises, macro-urban connections,
In all readings and discussions
stating the obvious, but the only
egories, we remain sceptical as to whether they confront the kernel of and continental conglomerations.
there was at least one characterisideas within each department of knowledge. The City and the Political It should also be examined on var- thing that occurred to me was try to tic that escorted our journey. The
provides an anti-form – the gap between – to stage a dialogue in which ious socioeconomic scales: family, think about which ones sit together, notion of void reveals many inpeople can confront each others’ perspectives. A gap does not rein- community, government, labor,
betweens, whether explicitly articif there is some sort of identifiable ulated or implicitly underlying the
force collective agreement, consensus, or baseless understanding of the culture, heritage, and the network
pattern.”
others. The gap reveals the distance between. From within this nega- of connections between local and
discussion. There can be no debate
tively defined space, we can positively observe, confront, and articulate global markets.
without something (theoretically
differing mindsets and new imaginations.
or practically) missing, and terms often become vague. That is why we
To reflect on city making, we have mobilized the traditional reference will try to interpret the ambiguity of each void and its effect on our disAt The Public School, we discovered a place where anyone can propose point of the nominal agent of city making — the architect. In practice cussion. In relation to the second block of classes, from Henri Lefebvre
a “class,” in which a “teacher” volunteers to “teach.” These words, today, this role is divided between a variety of agents: the architect (of to the BMW Guggenheim Lab, we would like to extract seven voids:
however, are insufficient for defining the practice of The Public School, buildings), the urban planner, the developer, the local government, etc. the marking void (Henri Lefebvre); the lost void (Samuel Mockbee);
largely because of their association
The architect provides an example the constitutional void (Jacques Rancière); the inhabited void (Laca“We had the Lefebvre, which
with conventional education. For
of a professionalized agent, as the ton & Vassal); the rhetorical void (Nadir Lahiji); and the jumping void
served as a kind of prologue, and
us, the concept of public refers to
technician of space, knee-deep (BMW Guggenheim). As they differ from one another, we will try to
an openness that allows anyone
in the complexity of society. The sharpen the contours that distinguish them.
much of the following two months
to become a member simply by
tensions, negotiations, and comwas spent looking at specific
showing up, logging-in, suggestpromises of city development can In each meeting, there is often a subtle moment. The moment is the
architects, specific architectural
ing, teaching, or participating in
be perceived in the practice of specific time-place of disagreement. The juncture – when and where
classes. The concept of school
those who meet with people, draw misinterpretation and confusion reveals divergent positions – intrigues
discourses. Within that category
refers to a place of knowledge
proposals, write codes, sign docu- us. Here, the class does not overcome prejudiced understandings of
theres Mockbee, Vassal, Nadir
exchange. No degrees are awarded.
ments, and imagine the future divergent positions, nor do exhaustive critiques translate into construcLahiji and Pier Vittorio Aureli. The
No fees are paid. No curriculum
city. The architect’s process has tive proposals, it does however offer a neutral place of critique and
pre-exists, except that which membecome increasingly professional- reflection.
other class which stands outside
bers propose. A committee orgaized during the previous century
all of the blocks was the Rancière
nizes the school on a horizontal
through schooling, mentoring, We do not care for conventional standards of evaluation: grades or
platform. Digital networking shifts class, which in some way posed the qualifications, routines, and cus- rewards, punishments or banishments. We see the holes that remain in
into real life: online proposals, deepest theoretical questions of the toms that dominate the creative our dialogue and translate them into future points of reflection. Perhaps
posts, emails, and blogs become whole six months, in terms of trying capacity. Outside forces also we didn’t develop goals beyond the discursive, commit to a position,
face-to-face exchanges, collective
influence the pro- speak the same language, nor all come to satisfaction with the process.
to think about what the political
learning, and community creation.
Nevertheless, the dialogue’s energy created a new collective spirit with
is. But of course we discovered
People learn through dialogue.
the momentum to mobilize and develop new commons.
cess:
high
culture,
Rancière's specific relationship to
The concept of class in this case
financial pressure, city governarchitecture
it was very difficult to
might be more clearly understood
ment, planning regulations, digital
ON THE TEXTS
have that discussion.”
as a place-based dialogue group,
conceptualization, etc. Should the
which does not follow the pedaarchitect act outside of this arche- The Marking Void
gogical model of teacher as bearer of knowledge. The teacher is a facil- type? What should be the role of experts in the everyday production of Henri Lefebvre’s 1968 essay “Le Droit à la ville” (“The Right to the
itator, organizer, or stimulator that at most spurs conflicting positions. city life?
City”) – and the wider project of his work – introduced an understandTo teach, then, is to be part of a dialogue where everyone listens and
ing of the city as a complex structure shaped by various people and their
everyone speaks.
We believe that dialogue – on theory and practice, life experiences, and everyday lives. The marking void is the empty space between the image
interpretations of text – can illuminate both the city and the political. of the city and the experiences of its inhabitants. Lefebvre argues that
We aspire to encourage educational empowerment through communal there can be no agreed understanding of the city, thereby undermining
“Is there any such thing as political philosophy?” 1
self-learning, which can create a
the most fundamental assumptions
“I think there is something to be
chain reaction of what Rancière
of disciplines like sociology, urban
We take Rancière’s question as fundamental for understanding an anti- calls the circle of emancipation.2
planning, or architecture, which try
said for the nature of open-ness,
political philosophy that distinguishes between politics, which follows
because if we hadn't such an open to understand the city and change
a set of predefined forms, and the political, which is premised on the We would like to transform the
it. He confronts these disciplinary
rupture of forms. In everyday language, the concept of politics sug- class dialogues into a series of tex- topic then we wouldn't have isolated perspectives and re-conceptualizes
gests processes (voting, polling, campaigning, debating, legislating, tual collages and reflections. For these spheres within it through that the ways in which we think about
taxing, controlling), people (elected officials, politicians, political par- classes between January and June
the city, calling for a new ‘science
process. Although you wouldn‘t
ties, agencies, police), and places (government buildings, monuments, 2012, we assembled textual colof the city’, whose object will
want to come across as knowing
hospitals, police stations, infrastructure).
lages to reveal the dialogues that
always be hidden. Herein lies the
little about a variation of themes,
participants enabled and created.
purpose of the marking void; LefeThe pure concept of the political is the rupture of forms. If all people We hope to distribute the papers
bvre explains the need to uncover
I like the idea that you can follow
have an equal capacity to learn, then the properly political does not as a material outcome to the parthe theoretical object – bridging a
one class and get an understanding cognitive gap – and construct that
lie in processes, peoples, or places. The political occurs when people ticipants and unknown readers,
of the commons and put it into
disrupt the distribution of forms and demonstrate an equal imagina- to share our conviction that the
theoretical object. What appear to
tive capacity. The political is the
be holes are actually spaces of posto practice alongside something
“Why I suggested that we have this
converging of intelligences. RanThis reflection expresses
quite different. Whereas if that was sibility.
cière’s position suggests that all
the
demand
to inhabit everyday
discussion was that I felt we were
confined within one cluster then
individuals can imagine, define,
life as an all-embracing urban
quite distant from where we
and construct their own forms
practice. Although living in a time
you may not be able to apply it to
started off.”
and worlds. The individual that
something that you hadn't expected. that was socially and culturally
speaks their mind – even when it is
disintegrated and incomplete, he
What's also fun is the unexpected.” reminds us that “urban life has yet
not fashionable or permissible – emancipates themself from society’s collective reading of texts with
implicit or explicit rules.
juxtaposed perspectives creates
to begin.” The focus on everyday
a broader space of understanding. This reveals not only the distance life, the value of individual experience, the openness of the possible
The City and the Political explores the boundaries of both categories: between disciplines, but also their continued interdependence. Our and the various interpretations of the term ‘inhabit’ — these all illumifirst, the institutionalization of politics as it engulfs our contemporary hope is that these collages and reflections will reveal, if not reduce, the nate “the right to the city” as an urban practice of people making and
society, and second, the purity of political enunciation, action, or con- distance between.
remaking the city through their own imaginations.
struction as it provides lanes for action. The class applies such categories to case studies and situations to help clarify the location and Texts and case studies provide a specific context for discussing con- The Lost Void
motivations of current urban constellations.
cepts. The aim is not to dismiss the architect, the philosopher, or the Samuel Mockbee’s 1998 essay “The Rural Studio” introduced the
design-build pedagogical model and humanitarian building practice
based in Alabama. Mockbee argues that architecture has the potential
to improve poor peoples’ lives. Our discussion of the text resulted in
1. Jacques Rancière, Dis-agreement: Politics and Philosophy, Minneapolis:
2. Jacques Rancière, The Ignorant Schoolmaster: Five Lessons in Intellectual
the lost void, which is the unconsidered space between ‘doing good’
University of Minnesota Press, page xxi.
Emancipation, Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 1991, page 16.

“You can still have the city and the practice of resistance through selfand ‘failing hard’. Not all Rural
Studio projects seem to fulfill
empowerment opens up new spaces.
political with this continuity and
Mockbee’s ambitious humanicommunity and have a couple of
tarian vision. Mockbee’s text
Rancière’s political revises the
questions that you can apply in
encourages architects to be moral
essence of politics in a way that
leaders and practical teach- different topics. You would still have could be conceived strategically
ers that detect social problems,
to disrupt the existing social, ecothat, but be more specific too.”
devise solutions, and deliver
nomic, and spatial arrangements,
results. Mockbee attempts to draw a direct line between a problem and especially the distribution of what is sayable and visible. Spatially,
its solution, which suggests a dialectical relationship between some- this is not a distribution of land, rather an encouraging of unexpected
one questioning and somebody else answering, between indecision and appropriations, allowing for the unpredictable. We try to de-mystify
courage, between means and ends. We would like to challenge what is Rancière’s rare moment of the political in order for architects to assess
in-between theory and practice. The Rural Studio’s strategy for action whether their work is imposed upon or supported by the agency of
– design-build student projects, meetings with clients and community people. If such a pure political space were imagined or built, would it
members, and renovations – seems
create a different world?
to ignore the in-between space and
“The point is whether its a tool or
cannot be assumed to both fulfill
The Inhabited Void
something else, its about having a
the presumption (‘do good’) and
The interview “Tabula Non Rasa”
plan. About having preparation, so (2008) with Jean-Philippe Vassal
remain reflective. The empty space
is a lost void. Following Lefebvre, with regards to the commons, if you conducted by Ilka and Andreas
one could say that the void enables
were going to plan four classes on Ruby starts from social and ecothe possibility in-itself to reflect
nomic problems, which are rigorthe commons then you‘d have a first ously translated into architectural
on undecidables, complexities, or
class that subjected the commons solutions. One of their central conself-empowerment.
cerns is to create as much livable
to serious critical examination. At
The process of The Rural Studio
space as possible for their clients.
the moment, commons is just this
supposes a level of social engageBy doubling the space within the
language that has been thrown
ment, however, with an outcome
current financial and constructhat is predominantly an objecttion restraints, they create “extra
around extremely promiscuously,
derived solution. To such ends,
into which all sorts of old ideas and space” that is open for appropriasocial engagement is sidelined in
tion by inhabitants. The inhabited
favor of the object’s realization. new and ambivalent ideas have been void is empty space that is unproThis creates a range of contextual
packaged. I just say this in terms of grammed by the architect, but
complications. Mockbee claims to
appropriated by the users.
the limitation of just drifting from
replace abstract opinions, and asks
Lacaton & Vassal describe themone thing to the next.”
what the significance of a vision
selves as “architects of the void,
is if it excludes certain people. In
for whom the value of architecture
reflecting on The Rural Studio and Mockbee’s vision, one could sug- lies in what architecture allows to happen through and beyond its own
gest that there is exclusion of a different kind in its problematic under- material body.” They act consciously within the boundaries of their
standing of social agency, incurring blind spots between understand- profession, but build while resisting symbolic values. Their attempt
ings of the object, inhabitant, and the community.
could directly be related back to the places of the possible and the focus
on everyday life in Lefebvre’s writings. In over-emphasizing spatial
openness as a “programmatic estrangement”, the idea of extra space
The Constitutional Void
gets a fourth dimension – time. The non-programmed space provokes
Our inspiration for the political comes from Jacques Rancière’s 1998 active and ongoing transformations of structure, function, and atmo“Dix Thèses Sur La Politique,”3 (“Ten Theses on Politics”), in which sphere. Following this way of thinking and practicing architecture, we
Rancière articulates the distinchave a number of general ques“On the other hand, if there are five tions: Can we possibly react to
tion between two spheres: what
is accounted for and what is not. people that are not interested in the social struggles within the frameThe political emerges when there
work of a discipline like architeccommons, they won't be here, you
is a rupture between the two disture? Is an informal professional
tinct positions. Here, the political don't want to exclude. I'm saying this practice helping to deformalize a
subject can never be a predefined because we often thought about how profession? If housing is a politisocial body because it only exists
cal concern, then how should it be
to structure the class and how not
when manifesting itself in a
mobilized?
to structure the class, and mostly it
moment. No ability or position
defines it. Instead, it supplements
was a positive decision to say that The Rhetorical Void
the existing. We call this the conwe don't want to have it structured Nadir Lahiji’s text, “Is Buildstitutional void, which needs to
ing the Practice of Dissensus?”
too much.”
be understood as the empty space
(2011), suggests addressing the
between legitimate and illegitipolitical in architectural discourse,
mate action. Rancière, for instance, writes: “The whole question of which is analogous to bridging the gap between political theory and
politics thus lies in the interpretation of this void.” With this definition, architectural practice. Starting from Rancière’s concepts, Lahiji delinno political body can be the political subject, act as the agent of change, eates the following terms: post-politics as the reduction of politics to
or build political spaces. Such activity would impose upon the people, mere bureaucratic engineering; the partition of the sensible as a system
as the police4, and forfeit the political.
defining modes of being, doing and communicating; the police order as
the holding on to a universal consensus; dissensus as the actual disrupWe face difficulties introducing this mode of thinking into the practice tion of the logic of such a consensus; the political subject as an empty
of architecture. Architecture seems to demonstrate the purest material operator; and architecture as an inherently hierarchical concept. Lahiji
example of policing society: restricting movement with walls, creating criticizes contemporary architecture for inhibiting political subjectivavenues for military deployment,
ization, even for de-politicizing
“At the same time, I think we could society. In production as well as
incarcerating undesirable people,
just make a decision. It doesn't
taxing for legitimate redistribution,
perception, he argues, architecand monumentalizing legitimate
ture has been mystified as high
have to be a trendy stop-off for
cultures. Nevertheless, by followart, which distances it from its
people visiting the city, because
ing Rancière’s concept of “the
political and social foundations.
that happens. There is a randompart that has no part” – the people
Lahiji proposes to replace the
whose thought, speech, and action
term “architecture” with the term
ness that is fun, but it's also not
is ‘illegitimate’ – we agree with the
as a rhetorical transfordeepening something. We don't want “building”
need to challenge their perceptual
mation (the rhetorical void) that
to be in the Lonely Planet! That's
non-existence. The Rural Studio
parallels Rancière’s suggestion to
comes to mind because they try
reconsider and refine the concept
not very grounded in our political
to work for an excluded populaof the political. Within the realm
momentum.”
tion, however, they seem to force
of everyday life, what is the sigan aesthetic program. Rancière’s theses reveal the contradiction of nificance of such a rhetorical transformation? How can philosophical
imposing political agency on others and suggest returning to the origi- ideas mobilize political standpoints and lead to a tangible model of
nal idea of the political. This suggests questioning self-empowerment building dissensus?
again. Could the architect help to shape the rupture of the political?
The call to be aware of the police logic – which is more than just a set The Jumping Void
of rules and structures, but determines our habits and desires – helps The “BMW Guggenheim Lab (BMW-G Lab) – a mobile laboratory
illuminate the intrinsic problems of being subjectified. While it feels travelling around the world to inspire innovative ideas for urban life”
normal that people are accustomed to specific modes of action within (2012) was originally scheduled to take place on an empty lot in Bercertain spaces, our characteristics re-produce our own restrictions. A lin’s Wrangelkiez, next to the river Spree. The day we discussed the
project, it was announced by the BMW-G Lab organizers that they
would not develop the project on this contested site. Prior to this decision, the project was fairly unknown, which changed in the follow3. Jacques Rancière, “Dix Thèses Sur La Politique,” in aux bords du politique
ing days and weeks. The controversy affected our discussion. We have
(Paris: Gallimard, 1998), 233-237.
printed documentation for each other class, assembling a variety of
experiences, voices, and opinions. However, the BMW-G Lab has had
4. From the middle French understanding of the police as the people, see:
no representative manifesto and was visible only through the evolving
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=police&allowed_in_frame=0

controversy.
We structured the discussion around themes like increasing rents,
modes of participation, importing expertise, appropriation of knowledge, and neighborhood empowerment. But these attempts were signs
of helplessness, rather than points of clarification. We found ourselves
in a discourse that touches many topics. It seemed wrong to discuss this
semi-artistic project without mentioning the role of multinational companies and the appropriation of culture. On the other hand, it seemed
ambiguous to exclusively define the terms of local engagement as a
translation of market and state driven politics. We faced controversies
on different levels. Accordingly, the jumping void could be understood
as the empty space between different scales of action and abstraction.
We were jumping scales, back and forth, between the potentials of an
empty lot and the problems of certain areas of Berlin; between questions of city development or politics and the interests of an international company; from ‘universal’ theories on the political, labor and
social movements to peoples’ everyday lives, which necessarily permeates all these spheres. Thus, the main challenges and open questions for
our class remained unanswered: How to constructively identify certain
issues and discuss them in their effective fields without neglecting the
broader context? How to avoid simple or misleading conclusions while
shifting from one scale to another? How to take into account the inherent and maybe incommensurate logics of each scale?
Christian Berkes
Kenton Card
William Davis
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Ranciere says: “Politics is an anarchical process of emancipation that opposes
the logic of disagreement to the logic of police.”
one of the guiding questions of our meetings at the public school is how
architecture can be political. while the relations between architecture and
politics are certainly complex and manifold, it is all but impossible to think
of architecture as a political enterprise in ranciere’s sense of the term. the
political moment for ranciere is an an-archical moment; a moment without
arche (leadership / origin), and to the extent that architecture is inevitably
involved in the economic, juridical, and social structures that allow it to exist, it
will never lack some measure of hier-archy.
however, ranciere’s mystification of the absolute indeterminacy of a ‘political
moment’ involves an abstraction with little regard for the forces that allow
such a moment to be possible in the first place. the political does not only
exist in rupture; and the current talk about the post-political managerial state
is premised on an all too simple opposition between politics and economy that
ignores the fact that what we understand by the economy today is nothing but
political economy - understanding the polis as an oikos in which subsistence
and prosperity must be distributed.

the great virtue of ranciere lies in his radical adherence to the foucauldian
insight that to speak for someone else is an act of violence. but this adherence
is not without risk: from an ethical viewpoint, to valorize only those acts of
empowerment that exclude the usurpation of the speech of the other may be
applaudable, but if we take this as a principle of analysis, we quickly descend
into abstraction, a mystification of the moment that prevents us from seeing
the real dynamics that drive social change. foucault failed to see that the
iranian insurgency would lead to a totalitarian theocracy. likewise, if we limit
ourselves to ranciere’s notion of the political, while we wait for anarchical
processes of emancipation to occur, architecture may fall into the hands of a
totalitarian oligarchy.
— Dennis Schep

Submission by Dennis Schep

as d&g emphasized, money initially served as an agent of deterritorialization.
today, however, it primarily keeps people in place; it has become part of the
police logic itself, if not the principal part of this logic. rather than seeing the
political as a moment of rupture with this, we should think of it as a cipher
through which everything (including policy making, economy, our resistance,
and yes, architecture) passes. not everything is (=) political; but the political is
the place of the being-in-common that began in the greek polis. and being-incommon means: being absolutely untotalizable, precisely because it is shared.
if we take this much more modest proposal to heart, architecture can be as
political as any other realm, and as the art of spacing, maybe even more so.

Submission by Robert Gorny & Anna Kostreva

